Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 1: Module B
Lessons 1 – 5
Stories: The Moon Seems to Change” and “Treasure in the Trees”
Skills: Main Idea, Text Features, Information from Illustrations, and Point of View

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. lettuce
2. problem
3. subject
4. collar
5. suggest
6. inches
7. families
8. pockets
9. crashes
10. pencils
11. using
12. easiest
13. swimming
14. worried
15. shopped
16. agree
17. window
18. braid
19. float
20. thrown

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1. quarter- one of four equal parts, one fourth (variation-quarterly)
2. crescent- a phase of the moon
3. waxing- growing (variation-wax)
4. waning- fading (variation-wane)
5. phases- the shape of the illuminated portion of the moon (variation-phasing)
6. gnarled- twisted tree (variation-gnarl)
7. scowled- frowns (variation-scowl)
8. exasperated- mad or annoyed (variation-exasperate)
9. grove- trees, orchard
10. frustrated- annoyed (variation-frustrate)
11. underside- bottom

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 1: Module B
Lessons 6 - 10
Story: “Treasure in the Tree” and “About Earth”
Skills: Characters, Using Illustrations, Key Events, Central Message, and Text Features

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. proud
2. shower
3. hour
4. amount
5. voyage
6. choice
7. avoid
8. thousand
9. prowl
10. employ
11. bounce
12. poison
13. annoy
14. appoint
15. broil

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

urged- persuaded (variation-urge)
creature(s)- a being or animal
destroyed- to ruin or break (variation- destroy)
unfurled- opened or straightened (variation-unfurl)
hastily- quickly and carelessly (variation-haste)
rumbling- a groaning sound (variation-rumble)
desperately- hopelessly (variation-desperate)
inched- crept (variation-inch)
exclaimed- to say something with excitement (variation-exclaim)
generous- showing kindness to others (variation-generously)
triumphantly- victoriously (variation-triumph)
fascinated- interested (variation-fascinate)
unison- to do something together
amazing- wondrous (variation-amaze)
embraced- to hold or hug (variation-embrace)
planet- a large body that orbits around the sun in our solar system (variation-planetary)
liquid- a solution that has a consistency like water (variation-liquidity)
surrounds- to circle or go around something (variation-surround)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 1: Module B
Lessons 11-15
Story: “About Earth”
Skills: Main Idea and Details, Use Illustrations, Locate
Information and Explain Scientific Ideas

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

finish
pilot
even
wagon
music
silent
rapid
female
lemon
pupil
focus
robot
tulip
camel
salad

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

oceans- the largest body of water (variation-oceanic)
contain- to hold or carry something (variation-container)
streams- examples of streams are creeks and rivers (variation-streamed)
survive- to continue to live in spite of an accident or ordeal (variation-survivor)
desert- an environment that is hot and dry (variation-deserted)
lizards- a reptile that lives in the desert
sand grains- small particles of disintegrated rock
dunes- hills or sand at the beach or desert (variation-dunelike)
atmosphere- gases surrounding the Earth (variation-atmospheric)
rainbow- an arch of colors formed in the sky
scattered- to separate (variation-scatter)
thunderstorm- weather where there is rain, thunder, and lightning (variation-thunder)
lightning- electricity that occurs during a thunderstorm
electricity- a form of energy (variation-electric)
earthquake- a sudden shaking of the ground
volcano- a mountain or hill having a crater which lava erupts from (variation-volcanic)
oozing- to seep out of something (variation-ooze)
plates- the Earth’s crust is divided into sections called plates (variation-plated)
magma- molten rock inside the Earth (variation-magmatic)
magma-

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 1: Module B
Lessons 16-18
Story: “The Moon Seems to Change,” “Treasure in the Tree,” and “About Earth”
Skills: Search Tools, Text Features, and Use of Details

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. handle
2. trouble
3. simple
4. people
5. middle
6. table
7. little
8. gentle
9. poodle
10. pickle
11. noodle
12. saddle
13. juggle
14. uncle
15. riddle

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

contain- to hold or carry something (variation-container)
liquid- a solution that has a consistency like water (variation-liquidity)
oozing- to seep out of something (variation-ooze)
survive- to continue to live in spite of an accident or ordeal (variation-survivor)
phases- the shape of the illuminated portion of the moon (variation-phasing)
fascinated- interested (variation-fascinate)
planet- a large body that orbits around the sun in our solar system (variation-planetary)
observation- examinations or findings (variation – observe)

